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A COMPACT HL-SPACE NEED NOT HAVE
A MONOLITHIC HYPERSPACE

HENNO BRANDSMA AND JAN VAN MILL

(Communicated by Alan Dow)

Abstract. We show that Kunen’s example of a compact L-space, constructed
under CH, can be modified so that it has a non-monolithic hyperspace. This
answers a question of Bell’s. This example is also relevant to a question of
Arhangel’skĭı’s.

Introduction

A topological space X is called monolithic if for every subspace A of X we have
nw(A) ≤ |A|, where nw denotes the net weight of a space. As we are only interested
in compact X , we will use the above definition with nw(A) replaced by w(A), where
w denotes the weight of a space. Arhangel’skĭı asked in [1, problem II.9]: “When
is H(X) monolithic?” Here H(X) denotes the hyperspace of non-empty closed
subsets of X endowed with the Vietoris topology. Bell [2] answered this question
in the case X is orderable: For compact ordered X the monolithicity of H(X)
is equivalent to X being monolithic and hereditarily Lindelöf (HL). Note that by
proposition 2.2 of Bell’s paper all the conditions on X , including compactness, are
already necessary for H(X) to be monolithic. He also noted that under MA(ω1) the
monolithicity of H(X) is equivalent to X being a metrisable compactum, and that
under ¬ SH a Souslin line would be an example of a non-metrisable HL compactum
with a monolithic hyperspace. Bell also asked ([2, Question 2.4]) whether Kunen’s
compact L-space, constructed under CH, is another such example (see [4]). We
will show that this need not be the case, by modifying Kunen’s construction to
ensure that its hyperspace is non-monolithic. This shows that the above necessary
conditions are in general not sufficient for H(X) to be monolithic. Note that
Kunen’s L-space is indeed monolithic, as every separable subspace has a countable
base, and its weight is ω1. We were unable to solve the following:

Question 1. If there is a non-metrisable HL monolithic compactum with a mono-
lithic hyperspace, does it follow that there exists a Souslin line?

Our example is obtained by making specific choices for certain subsets in Kunen’s
general construction procedure. So we may ask the following:

Question 2. Does every space constructed like Kunen’s L-space have a non-mono-
lithic hyperspace?
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Of course, a negative answer to this second question would give a negative answer
to the first one, as the existence of a Souslin line is independent of CH. However,
we suspect the answer to the second question will be affirmative.

The construction

We will first briefly review Kunen’s construction from [4]. This construction
will leave us with a lot of freedom, with which we will ensure the eventual non-
monolithicity of the hyperspace.

A similar construction can be found in [5], where inverse limits of spaces were
used to construct non-metrisable hereditarily separable spaces with special prop-
erties. There also measures play an important role in the arguments. In Banach
space theory similar examples were constructed by Haydon and Talagrand. In [6]
the reader can find an alternative construction of Kunen’s L-space that also has
the Banach space properties that Haydon and Talagrand were after.

The space X that we’re after will be constructed as the limit of an inverse
sequence of metrisable compacta of length ω1. This sequence of spaces will be
denoted by Xα, where ω ≤ α ≤ ω1. As in [4], each Xα will be constructed as a
closed subspace of 2α endowed with the usual product topology. At limit stages
γ, Xγ will be the inverse limit of the previous Xα, which can be identified with a
subspace of 2γ in a canonical way: Xγ is just the set of all points of 2γ such that
all projections onto previous stages α are in Xα. All the projections of the inverse
limit will be restrictions of the canonical projections between the different powers of
2. Moreover, each of these spaces will carry a Baire probability measure µα which
behaves well w.r.t. the inverse system projections. That is, we will require of our
construction the following:

If α ≤ β, then Xα = πβ
α(Xβ)(1)

and

µα(Y ) = µβ((πβ
α)−1(Y )) for any Baire subset Y of Xα.(2)

Furthermore we will need the following two “easy” conditions on our construction:

For each α, µα({p}) = 0 for all p ∈ Xα(3)

and

For each α, µα(K) > 0 for all non-empty clopen K ⊂ Xα.(4)

Here πβ
α denotes the natural projection from 2β onto 2α. We will also use the

notation pβ
α for the restriction of this map to Xβ and Xα. Note that Xγ , where γ is

a limit ordinal, is completely determined by its predecessors: it’s just the measure-
theoretic (and topological) inverse limit of it, and it automatically satisfies (3) and
(4) if its predecessors do. Also, there is no problem starting the construction: just
take Xω to be 2ω with its standard product measure. Kunen’s last two conditions
are the really essential ones: (5) is needed to give closed sets of positive measure
an interior. This is needed to let every nowhere dense set in X have measure 0. (6)
is used to show that all nowhere dense sets in X have a countable base. These two
properties of the nowhere dense subsets of X are basically responsible for making
X HL but not separable.

At the beginning of the construction we fix, using CH, for each α such that
ω ≤ α < ω1 an enumeration {Fα

ξ : ξ < ω1 } of the non-empty closed subsets of
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2α. Also we fix a function g from ω1 onto ω1 × ω1 such that g(β) = (α, ξ) implies
α ≤ β. Now we can formulate the last two conditions:

(5) For each β < ω1: If g(β) = (α, ξ), Fα
ξ ⊂ Xα, and µα(Fα

ξ ) > 0,

then there is a closed C ⊂ (πβ
α)−1(Fα

ξ ) such that

µβ(C) > 0 and Xβ+1 = Xβ × {0} ∪ C × {1}.

(6) For each β < ω1 and all α, ξ ≤ β: If

Fα
ξ ⊂ Xα and µα(Fα

ξ ) = 0,

then Xβ+1 ∩ ((πβ
α)−1(Fα

ξ )× {1}) = ∅.
These two conditions are the ones we have to preserve at successor stages in order
to get Kunen’s L-space. However, we will need to build in some extra features to
ensure that its hyperspace will be non-monolithic. To begin with, let B be the
collection of clopen sets of Xω = 2ω. We want to make sure that the (countable)
collection { (pω1

ω )−1(B) : B ∈ B } will be a set in the hyperspace of Xω1 with
non-metrisable closure.

To do this we will need to make the projection from H(Xβ+1) to H(Xβ) more-to-
one on the closure of the set { (pβ+1

ω )−1(B) : B ∈ B }, at least for cofinally many
β. This is the extra requirement needed in the construction of X . (Later on we
will see why this is enough.) Let us first show how to meet requirements (1) to (6)
on successor steps: this is just following Kunen’s original construction. So assume
we are at stage β in our inductive construction and that all previously constructed
Xα already satisfy these requirements. Let g(β) = (α, ξ). If it is not the case that
both Fα

ξ ⊂ Xα and µα(Fα
ξ ) > 0, then conditions (5) and (6) are empty and we

can fulfill everything by chosing Xβ+1 = Xβ × {0} with the obvious measure.
We don’t care about making the hyperspace map more-to-one in this case.

Otherwise, let

D = (πβ
α)−1(Fα

ξ ) \
⋃
{ (πβ

δ )−1(F δ
η ) : δ, η ≤ β, F δ

η ⊂ Xδ, µδ(F δ
η ) = 0 }.

Then D is a Baire set of positive measure, so we can choose a closed E ⊂ D with
positive measure (by regularity of µβ). Now let

C = E \
⋃
{K ⊂ Xβ : K is clopen and µβ(E ∩K) = 0 }.

C is a closed set with the same measure as E, which moreover has the following
property

∀K ⊂ Xβ : (K clopen and µβ(C ∩K) = 0) ⇒ C ∩K = ∅.(∗)
If we now “split” any positive measure closed subset of C, which also has the
property (∗) above, we will satisfy all the conditions (1) to (6) above. Kunen just
split the above C to get his L-space. We will need to do more work. We will
construct a closed set F in Xβ and a disjoint sequence Bn of elements of B such
that the following will hold:

(i) For all n, (pβ
ω)−1(Bn) ∩ F = ∅.

(ii) (pβ
ω)−1(Bn) converges to a subset F ′ of F in the hyperspace of Xβ .

(iii)
∑

n∈ω µω(Bn) < 1
2µβ(C).

(iv) For all n, µβ((pβ
ω)−1(Bn) ∩ C) > 0.
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To do this, first note that the measure of the compact set C′ = pβ
ω(C) cannot be 0,

because C has positive measure. So in C ′ there will be a sequence yn converging
to a point y of C ′. Let the Kn be clopen neighbourhoods of yn missing the point
y such that the Kn’s are pairwise disjoint, and such that they satisfy (iii). We also
want the diameter of Kn to tend to 0 as n goes to infinity. It is obvious that this
can be done. Now consider the (disjoint) sequence (pβ

ω)−1(Kn) in the hyperspace
of Xβ . By compactness of this hyperspace, there will be a subsequence of it that
converges to some closed set F ′ ⊂ Xβ. Taking the corresponding Kn’s will give
the required sequence Bn. The set F will be (pβ

ω)−1(y). By sequential continuity of
the map pβ

ω (as a map between the hyperspaces) and the fact that the Kn’s converge
to {y}, we see that F ′ ⊂ F , as required. It is obvious that all the requirements on
Bn are met; (iv) follows because of the property (∗) for C. Let us reenumerate the
odd terms of the sequence (pβ

ω)−1(Bn) as An and the even terms as Cn. We now
define S as

C \
⋃
{An : n ∈ ω }

By removing, as before, the relatively clopen subsets of S of measure 0 we will have
an S′ which has property ∗. This is the set we will split. Observe that it has positive
measure, because what we remove above has at most measure 1

2µβ(C) by require-
ment (iii), and of course it is still closed. Also, it is still the case that all Cn intersect
S′, because we remove sets of measure 0 from S, with which the intersection has
positive measure by (iv). Now we can define Xβ+1 to be (Xβ × {0}) ∪ (S′ × {1})
and µβ+1 will be given by

µβ+1(A× {0}) = µβ+1(A× {1}) =
1
2
µβ(A) for A ⊂ S′,

and µβ+1(A × {0}) = µβ(A) for A ⊂ Xβ \ S′. It is easy to check that this Xβ+1

and µβ+1 fulfill all the requirements; that it satisfies (4) is checked using property
(∗) for S′.

We will now show that the projection p = pβ+1
β , considered as a map be-

tween the hyperspaces, is not one-to-one on the closure of {(pβ+1
ω )−1(B) : B ∈ B }.

On the one hand, because the An’s are disjoint from S′ in Xβ , we have that
p−1(An) ⊂ Xβ × {0} in H(Xβ+1). and this sequence converges to F ′ × {0}
in this hyperspace. On the other hand, we have that p−1(Cn) ∩ (Xβ × {0})
converges to F ′ × {0} in the hyperspace of Xβ × {0} and that a subsequence of
p−1(Cn) ∩ (S′ × {1}) converges to some subset of the form F ′′ × {1}, where F ′′

is a closed subset of F ′ (by compactness of H(S′ × {1}). It is obvious that both
p−1(An) and p−1(Cn) are elements of the set { (pβ+1

ω )−1(B) : B ∈ B }, so it now
follows that F ′ × {0} and (F ′ × {0}) ∪ (F ′′ × {1}) are both elements of the closure
of this set. Now, p maps both these elements of H(Xβ+1) to the same element F ′

of H(Xβ), so p is not one-to-one on the closure of { (pβ+1
ω )−1(B) : B ∈ B }. Also

note that this happens cofinally many times, because we perform the above step
cofinally many times as well (if not, the resulting space would be metrisable, which
it obviously is not).

Now let X be Xω1 and let µ be µω1 . Using the same proof as in [4], one can
show that X is an HL space, which is not separable, and that for every subset Y
of X the following are equivalent:

(a) µ(Y ) = 0.
(b) Y is first category in X .
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(c) Y is nowhere dense in X .
(d) Y is separable.
(e) Y is second countable.

That (d) implies (e), combined with the fact that the weight of X is ω1, implies
that X is monolithic.

Now we will see that we have made H(X) non-monolithic. Let us introduce some
notation first. We will use the notation p̂α

ξ for the map pα
ξ viewed as a map between

H(Xα) and H(Xξ) in the obvious way. It is well known that with these maps as
bonding maps we get an inverse system of hyperspaces which has the hyperspace
of X as its limit (cf. [3, 3.12.27(f)]). Another well known fact is that if we have
a closed metrisable subset K in this limit, the canonical projection from the limit
restricted to K will be one-to-one from a certain index onward. (This can be seen
using the compactness of all spaces involved combined with a countable base of
this subspace. Alternatively, we could apply [3, 2.5.6] to see that K itself is an
inverse limit of closed subsets of H(Xα), and then apply [3, 3.2H(e)] to the identity
mapping of K.) Now, let Bα be the countable collection { (pα

ω)−1(B) : B ∈ B } in
H(Xα), for all ω ≤ α ≤ ω1. Then we obviously have that p̂α

ξ maps Bα onto Bξ

for all ξ ≤ α ≤ ω1 and that the analogous statement for the closures of these sets
in the hyperspace is also true by the closedness of all maps involved. Assume that
Bω1 is metrisable. By the above remark this would imply that there is a certain
index α such that for all β ≥ α we have that p̂ω1

β is one-to-one on Bω1 . This would
then imply that for such β we have that p̂β+1

β is one-to-one on Bβ+1. But we have
seen above that this is not the case for cofinally many β. This contradiction proves
that the closure of { (pω1

ω )−1(B) : B ∈ B } is not metrisable, and hence that H(X)
is not monolithic.

Note added in proof (February 12, 1998)

The authors recently proved the answer to Question 2 to be affirmative (preprint
Sept. 1997).
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